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Our vision
Our vision
The task of our team is to spread the cryptocurrency all over the world, the
possibility of its use in all everyday purchases and payment for services. Our
expanded range of payment solu ons will give a powerful impetus to the
convenience of using the digital currency; thereby we will contribute to
development of the cryptocurrency blockchain market. In addi on, our team
pays a lot of a en on to the system's security.
We believe that digital means are ac vely distributed, therefore Kingcoin as a
company issues the digital cryptocurrency based on the blockchain technology,
which will be used in our Internet hotel booking system all over the world.

KINGCOIN

COUNTRY
PHONE NUMBER
NEXT
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Overview

Kingcoin will revolu onize travel booking by directly connec ng travelers to
providers through the blockchain, resul ng in 30%-60% savings on travel purchases,
as well as substan al increases in reliability, transparency, and transac on security.
The current travel booking ecosystem is caught in a stranglehold by two sets of
powerful intermediaries that stand between customers and providers: Global
Distribu on Systems (GDSs) and Online Travel Agencies (OTAs).
GDS is a primarily B2B computerized reserva on network, u lized as a single
access point for making and tracking airline, hotel, and rental cars reserva ons by
travel agents, OTAs, and consor ums like American Express. Together Sabre, Galileo,
Amadeus, and Travelport control most of the GDS industry. These companies
extract substan al fees to use these networks – for example, the average added
cost of an airline cket booked u lizing GDS is $12 (USD), and the average hotel
booking commission is 20%.
Developed ini ally in the 70s and 80s, GDS predates the modern web, and
unfortunately, the security of their an quated systems predates any modern
no on of web security as well. Passenger private informa on can be accessed
u lizing a just single 6-digit iden ﬁer coupled with the traveler's last name,
allowing anyone with this informa on to modify reserva ons or acquire that
traveler's home address or email.
On the OTA side, two companies dominate: the Priceline Group (which includes
Booking.com), and Expedia (which includes Travelocity and Orbitz). Online global
travel booking in 2016 exceeded $523 BN (USD), which was over half the market
of all travel sales, and their share of the market con nues to grow. This eﬀec ve
duopoly has allowed OTAs to impose “rate integrity” agreements on travel
providers, ensuring that no one can publicly list lower prices than they themselves
oﬀer, even on those providers' own websites.
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Overview

Kingcoin will replace this morass of hidden fees and ar ﬁcial pricing with a
straigh orward cost-plus model, powered by the blockchain. Inventory is
purchased at a bulk discount from elite travel providers, and listed on a secure
pla orm. Members (anyone who has purchased one KGN coin) may make airline,
hotel, cruise, or car rental reserva ons on this pla orm using KGN coins, and the
resul ng transac ons are executed immediately and recorded securely on the
blockchain. Since Kingcoin's pla orm is members-only with a website that requires
a log-in, it is eﬀec vely private, allowing Kingcoin to circumvent rate-integrity
agreements and their bloated margins and thereby oﬀer its customers a
considerably lower price.
In addi on to signiﬁcant savings and genuine security, Kingcoin will provide
numerous addi onal beneﬁts and advantages over current booking systems.
Kingcoin's Rewards program will oﬀer a substan al rebate on every purchase, in
some cases as high as 35%, returning KGN coins to members that can be used for
future travel purchases. Kingcoin's Referral program will award up to 5% of all
KGN coin spent by the person referred to the referrer. Its pla orm will also feature
premium concierge services that will allow members to maximize the enjoyment
and success of their travel plans.
Worldwide, the travel industry is a staggering $7.6 TRL (USD) enterprise , which
creates a tremendous opportunity for technological disrup on for anyone with the
right combina on of experience, connec ons, insight, and technical savvy. Travel
providers and consumers alike are frustrated with the status quo, frustrated by high
commissions and fares, frustrated by monopolis c intermediaries extrac ng rent
on every booking. Comprised of a set of industry specialists with over 50 years of
travel and hospitality experience, Kingcoin's team is uniquely posi oned to seize
this opportunity. Their experience has already been leveraged to form partnerships
with most premier travel providers, ensuring access to the best inventory.
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Problems with GDS
GDS Cost
As noted above, GDS func ons as an intermediary connec ng travel providers
with other businesses involved in the distribu on of travel services, such as travel
agents, OTAs, and large travel consor ums like ABC, BSI, American Express, BCD,
CCRA, Carlson Wagonlit, Radius, and Thor. GDS func ons as a centralized digital
database for assigning and tracking reserva ons for its clients, allowing them to
coordinate travel bookings worldwide in real- me. In return, GDS companies
charge their clients a fee for each transac on. Depending on the deal the travel
provider is able to strike, and the price structure of the speciﬁc GDS company,
booking fees range from about 2-4% of an airline cket's cost, and between 15-20%
for a hotel booking. This cashes out roughly around $12 (USD) per airline cket,
which is about twenty mes greater than the cost of selling through direct channels.
For hotels, the cost nets out between $10-15 (USD) per hotel reserva on. While
travel providers might directly pay the fees, it is consumers that bear the eventual
burden, since in order to remain proﬁtable, the fee costs must be factored into the
purchase price.
In addi on to charging per transac on, GDS companies also collect a series of
ancillary fees, including a start-up fee, annual maintenance fees, and fees for
accessing and u lizing their database.
One thing is certain, GDS companies have grown fat on siphoning oﬀ the proﬁts of
providers, raking in billions of dollars each year. Looking just at Travelport, revenues
have increased 7% year-on-year.
There is growing resistance in the industry to the steep costs imposed by using
GDS. There has been a huge if not terribly successful push within the hotel industry
to amp the level of direct sales through their own websites, with the stated
inten on of escaping the grip of GDS and OTAs. Airlines, especially European
airlines, have been leading a revolt of their own. Ryanair cancelled its agreement
with Amadeus, ci ng the exorbitant fee structure as the reason. Lu hansa now
imposes a $16 surcharge for fares booked using GDS, joining Air France KLM and
Bri sh Airways who also impose GDS surcharges. Carriers have also started
employing the strategy of unbundling food and baggage from their fares as a way
of reducing the percentage they are forced to pay GDS (and OTAs).
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Problems with GDS
The GDS Security
Few people are aware of how easily and deeply exposed their personal
informa on whenever they make a travel reserva on that u lizes GDS. The reason
for this is the Personal Name Record (PNR) data ecosystem that GDSs, and through
them tens of thousands of travel providers, employ to track reserva ons.
Whenever someone makes a reserva on, a PNR is created for that
transac on. PNRs store:

Reserva on details:

Personal Informa on:

including car rentals, hotel,
and baggage

including phone numbers,
date of birth, email,
and possibly postal address
and passport
informa on

Frequent Flier informa on

And for someone who has or can hack to obtain GDS access:

Credit card or other payment informa on
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Problems with GDS
The GDS Security
GDS was one of the earliest “cloud” data storage systems, in use long before the
advent of the modern web. As a result, The PNR system was not designed with
security in mind. Instead, it was designed to maximize fric onless transmission of
informa on back when the communica ons infrastructure could only manage much
smaller packets of informa on.
PNRs are referenced by a single 6-digit alpha-numeric pin, familiar to anyone who
has used one to retrieve a boarding pass at an airline kiosk.
That code is printed on everything from boarding passes to bag check-ins,
some mes concealed behind a bar code (which can easily be translated with a
phone app), but o en just explicitly displayed on travel documents.
Only two things are required for anyone to access a PNR: the 6-digit iden ﬁer, and
the traveler’s last name. Not only does this yield that traveler’s personal informa on,
but it also allows you to modify or cancel that reserva on. Researchers at Berlinbased Security Research Labs quipped,” While the rest of the Internet is deba ng
which second and third factors to use, GDSs do not oﬀer a ﬁrst authen ca on factor.”
GDS security was so feeble that at the beginning of the talk, Nohl apologized to the
audience for how li le hacking technique would be revealed, since so li le was
actually needed.
Despite pressure from numerous security watchdog groups and concerned
governments, GDS companies have balked at improving the security of the PNR
system, either by adding another authen ca on step, or even just logging who
accesses PNR records. The cost of the restructuring would be vast, however, with
some es ma ng it would require as much as $2 BN (USD) to make the
necessary changes.
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Problems with OTAs
OTA Cost
Although OTAs charge a comparable fee to GDSs for airline bookings, between
2-4%, they charge an even higher commission for hotels, averaging between
20-30%. On top of that, hotels pay an addi onal commission of about 3% if they
want “preferen al lis ng”, which basically means that a hotel’s available
accommoda ons will be displayed closer to the top of the search list. The fees are
so exorbitant that one expert commented that” it makes hoteliers wonder if they
are in fact opera ng a franchise under Expedia’s control.”
OTAs’ commissions on hotels were not always so steep – at their incep on, their
commissions were closer to 5-10%. But as they have grown to dominate more than
half the market for travel booking, that commission rate has increased by leaps and
bounds.
Like GDSs, hotels chains have recently a empted to push back against reliance on
OTAs, striving to drive poten al clientele to their own websites for direct sales. But
for hotels at least, challenging OTAs’ web presence is a nearly insurmountable task.
While hotels only spend 6-9% of their revenue on marke ng, while OTAs, taking
advantage of the reduced infrastructure costs inherent in being an online company,
spend 35-40%. In 2016, the Priceline group spent $3.5 Bn (USD) in Google Adwords
alone. Even searching for a hotel by name will o en instead take you directly to one
of the OTAs’ numerous “shell sites” that bear a close resemblance to that hotel’s
webpage. Put simply, hotels simply cannot compete with OTAs for web presence on
their own.

Airline

OTA Fees

3-4%

Hotel

20-25%
+3% for preferen al
search lis ng
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Problems with OTAs
OTA Cost
Fully aware of their commanding posi on in the market, OTAs have not been
hesitant in exploi ng it. In order to list, hotels are forced to accept unilateral
“rate integrity” agreements, which guarantee that they will never publicly oﬀer a
be er price than the one listed on the OTAs’ sites, even on their own websites.
OTA’s have not been shy about enforcing those agreements either. In a survey,
40% of UK hotels report that they had been threatened by an OTA for viola ng
pricing agreements. Commen ng in an EU report on problems in the industry,
one expert noted that rate parity clauses, “could have the same eﬀect as a cartel,”
because “if one major ﬁrm says, ‘We employ a price parity clause’, the price is
more or less ﬁxed in the market.”

OTA Security
Although OTAs u lize a more robust security strategy than GDSs, it has not been
suﬃcient to keep them from being hacked repeatedly. This year Orbitz
acknowledged that in the last quarter of 2017, over 880,000 payment card records
were accessed, with exposed informa on including name, payment card
informa on, date of birth, phone number, email address, physical and/or billing
address and gender.
Both Expedia and Booking.com have acknowledged that their records have been
hacked as well. U lizing the personal data gained from these sites about their
customer’s recent reserva ons, hackers created phishing schemes in which they
masquerade themselves as the hotel in order to gain credit card informa on.
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Problems with OTAs
OTA Lack of Transparency
In addi on to high commissions and poor security, OTAs have been
accused of numerous decep ve prac ces in rela on to both their pricing
and lis ng structures, including:
Bait and Switch
Pricing

Users ﬁnd that the ini ally low rate that they were a emp ng to reserve is
replaced by a substan ally higher rate upon check-out, a problem that
OTAs a ribute to how frequently their sites can update availability.
Adver sed rates do not include fees and taxes, misleading user about how
much they actually will have to pay at check-out.

“Personalized”
Pricing

Undisclosed algorithms adjust listed price based on user’s browser history
and spending pa erns.

Misleading
Availability
Claims

Rooms are listed as “No more rooms available at this hotel”, when in fact
they are just unavailable on the site.
Oﬀers are listed as, “Tonight Only!” when in fact the oﬀer exists in
perpetuity.

Opaque Search
Result
Algorithms

Undisclosed algorithms adjust search result order.
Hotels pay addi onal commission for higher lis ng.
Inadequately screened favorable reviews result in higher placement.
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General Reliability Issues

Overbooking
Viral videos of a cketed passenger being forcibly “walked out” from a United ﬂight have
recently brought airline overbooking prac ces to the forefront of the public’s a en on. The
prac ce, however, has long been both legal and the industry standard. Nor is overbooking the
sole province of the airline industry; the hotel industry rou nely engages in it as well.
The dilemma for travel providers is that some percentage of the me, customers simply fail
to show. To combat what would otherwise just be lost revenue, both industries have
developed algorithms that a empt to forecast the actual percentage of no-shows depending
on the an cipated volume of traﬃc, and overbook accordingly.
Since this forecas ng is probabilis c, inevitably some passengers will be forced to take a
diﬀerent ﬂight, or to ﬁnd other accommoda ons.
Although customers are compensated for the inconvenience, the prac ce of overbooking
decreases consumer conﬁdence in the overall reliability and integrity of the travel industry

Unreliable Reviews
Customer reviews are one of the single biggest drivers to consumer online purchases: 61% of
consumers read reviews before making a purchase, and conversion rates increase by 133%
a er reading a favorable review. The stakes are even higher in the travel industry, since
favorable reviews result in higher OTA search result lis ng.
Unfortunately for consumers, fake or planted reviews plague most online sites – some
es mates placing the number of false reviews as high as 15%, and OTAs are no excep on to
the rule. In an analysis of over 40,000 TripAdvisor reviews, a study determined that around
20% of them were either unreliable or fake. The Bed and Breakfast Associa on stated that
OTAs frequently do not validate that reviews were in fact wri en by someone who booked an
accommoda on.
Although OTAs have recently a empted to improve screening, the problem is diﬃcult to
manage since valida on is not built into the fundamental structure of the reviewing process,
especially since reviews can be le anonymously.
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Kingcoin’s Solution

Kingcoin’s solu on to the issues posed by the GDS/OTA dominance of travel booking can be
illustrated by examining its business model in detail. Expressed succinctly, that model consists
of four main elements:

1

2

A Cost-Plus Model Directly
Connec ng Customers to
Providers

Secured by Blockchain

3

4

Closed Consumer Group

Online Distribu on
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Kingcoin’s Solution

Cost-Plus Model Directly Connec ng Customers to Providers
In contrast with GDS/OTA, Kingcoin does not func on
as an intermediary agency facilita ng transac ons
between providers and customers. Instead it embraces
a straigh orward cost-plus retail model. Kingcoin
purchases inventory directly from elite travel providers
at a discounted bulk wholesale price. It then sells that
inventory at a proﬁt directly to its members on its
website, oﬀering them a price signiﬁcantly below the
prices mandated by OTA rate integrity agreements.
(see also 5.3 below) By avoiding the GDS/OTA ecosystem
altogether, Kingcoin members pay no commissions or
hidden fees. Because members directly purchase travel
inventory, as opposed to just reserving it, there is no
possibility of overbooking. Because Kingcoin only lists
its own inventory, providers are not charged addi onal
commission for preferen al lis ng. Searches on the
pla orm are instead ordered by a member’s preferred
sor ng ﬁlter.

Cost Plus Means:
No Commissions
No Hidden Fees
No Overbooking
No Preferen al
Lis ng
No Dynamic Pricing

Prices on Kingcoin’s pla orm are generated straigh orwardly by cost plus; they will never be
“personalized” or dynamically adjusted based on a member’s spending pa erns or browser
history. Since inventory is not interchangeable, bait-and-switch pricing will be eliminated as well.
Finally, Kingcoin’s industry connec ons have allowed it to secure partnerships with many
elite travel providers already, ensuring desirability of its inventory, as well as its immediate
availability upon launch. (see the list of Partners below) Members will have access to inventory
as unlimited as that of the major OTAs, as well as over 500,000 bookable private resort weeks
at any given me.

Closed Consumer Group

Online Distribu on
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Kingcoin’s Solution

Secured Through Blockchain
Blockchain is at its most basic a cryptographically secured, decentralized, distributed ledger.
Sets of entries on this ledger are recorded in blocks, each of which contains a cryptographic
hash of previous blocks in the series, linking them together in a chain. These blocks are not
housed on a central server, but are instead housed by each node in the en re distributed
network. New entries on the blockchain can only be made if all network validators reach
consensus that the integrity of the chain is preserved, and since each new block contains a
hash of the previous block in the series, it is very diﬃcult to maliciously alter the ledger’s
contents without ﬁrst subver ng most of the network.
Kingcoin will be built as a blockchain.

The Blockchain Advantage
Decentralized Cryptographically Secured Ledger protects members from having their
transac ondata stolen in a way that the centralized pla orms that OTAs employ
cannot.
Kingcoin will use this implementa on of blockchain to forge an indelible and secure ledger for
all member transac ons, protec ng this informa on from a ack and forming a reliable record
that can be consulted in case of any problem or dispute.
In stark contrast to GDS’s outdated and vulnerable systems, blockchain represents the cu ng
edge of cryptographic security. Centralized pla orms present a single point of failure,
increasing their vulnerability to hackers. The decentralized and encrypted nature of how
transac on informa on will be recorded and validated on Kingcoin’s blockchain ledger will
shield it from precisely the sort of a acks that allowed hackers to raid personal and credit card
informa on from the centralized pla orms u lized by Expedia and Booking.com.
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Kingcoin’s Solution

Closed Consumer Group
OTA’s rate integrity agreements prevent travel providers from allowing anyone to list prices
publicly that are lower than those available on their site. But fortunately, there exists a
loophole, namely, one can opt to form a Closed Consumer Group. Closed Consumer Groups
require membership in the group in order to access their inventory – a familiar American
example would be Costco. Because oﬀers made inside the group are not publicly available,
they are “fenced oﬀ” from the rate integrity agreements, and thus can be oﬀered at a
signiﬁcantly lower price.
Closed Consumer Group
Owning one KGN coin = membership in Kingcoin
Members have access to privately listed inventory on Kingcoin’s website.
Private membership allows Kingcoin to ignore rate integrity and reduce margins,
providing members a combined savings of 30%-60%.
Kingcoin’s blockchain implementa on provides the basis for forming a Closed Consumer
Group through the KGN coin. Owning one KGN coin is suﬃcient for becoming a member
and gaining access to Kingcoin’s website. Since that website requires a log-in and is open to
members only, the lis ng is not public, allowing Kingcoin to circumvent the ar ﬁcial prices
that OTAs have imposed on the market through their rate integrity agreements.
When you combine the savings accrued by the removal of OTA/GDS fees and commissions
together with the reduced mark-up on travel inventory, Kingcoin’s member can expect to
save between 30-60% on every travel purchase.
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Kingcoin’s Solution

Online Distribu on
As we saw in the OTA Cost sec on, travel providers have been unable to compete
with the online presence of OTAs, in large part due to the vast diﬀerence in resources
that OTAs can dedicate to marke ng – 35-40% as opposed to the 6-9% travel
providers can manage. OTAs have two advantages:
1. The focal point of their business is sales and marke ng
2. Exis ng solely online radically reduces their infrastructure
costs rela ve to brick-and-mortar counterparts.
Without another op on, travel providers are locked into the viscous cycle with OTAs, needing
the revenue stream that OTAs are able to tap for them, but vulnerable to their unilateral price
se ng demands and ever-increasing fees and commissions. As this cycle worsens, travel
providers’ dissa sfac on with the exis ng ecosystem has become stronger and more vocal, but
this in and of itself has not allowed them to escape the trap.
Fortunately for them, Kingcoin can leverage precisely the same advantages as the OTAs,
while at the same me rejec ng their monopolis c and predatory business model.
Like OTAs, Kingcoin employs an online distribu on model, reducing the amount it has to
spends on infrastructure. Because of this, Kingcoin can spend an equivalent amount on
marke ng, the current plan being 40% of revenues. This, however, is where the commonality
ends as we saw in detail in the last three sec ons.
To combat OTAs already entrenched posi on in the market, Kingcoin has three main
weapons: superior price, genuine security, and the dissa sfac on of travelers and travel
providers with the status quo. By oﬀering a more a rac ve deal to both providers and
customers using state-of-the-art technology, Kingcoin aims to challenge the OTA monopoly
on its own turf.
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Kingcoin’s Solution

Validated Reviews
Last but not least, Kingcoin’s members-only pla orm, when combined with its indelible
record of all transac ons, allows it to ensure that all reviews created for the site are genuine.
Restric ng reviews to members who have actually purchased that speciﬁc travel service
guarantees the authen city of their content. Valida ng from the outset is a far more reliable
screening strategy than trying to second guess whether or not some anonymous review has
been planted a er the fact, as OTAs are currently forced to do.

Referral Program
As an addi onal marke ng strategy, and as an addi onal incen ve to its most enthusias c
customers, Kingcoin oﬀers an extremely generous Referral Program.
The system is simple:
Up to 5% of every purchase made with KGN coins by the person referred
is given to the referrer on every transac on on the booking pla orm.

Concierge Service
Reviews can only take you so far. Knowing just where to go, and having someone that can
ensure you actually get there are the keys to successful travel plans, whether they be business
or leisure. Kingcoin will oﬀer premier concierge services on its pla orm to ensure that its
members maximize their chances for a perfect trip.
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Roadmap
Roadmap

•
•
•
•

Q1 2018
Assembling the team
Developing initial idea
Building development
and marketing team
Internal testing alpha version

•
•
•
•
•
•

Q2 2018
Launch KGN coin
Launch wallets
Staking auction
Listings: Major exchanges
Community building
Final version Whitepaper

Q3 2018
• Listing Cryptopia exchange
• Finish beta phase for
“Kingcoin platform”
• Internal beta testing iOS
and Andriod wallets
Q4 2018
• 100 beta testers for testing
„Kingcoin platform“
• Further community building,
Bounties, Airdrops…
Q1 2019
• Release “Kingcoin
platform”
• 500+Merchants
• Live Transactions

Q3 2019
• Scalability development
of Kingcoin
• The growth in number of
Kingcoin users in
geometric progression

Q2 2019
• More than 1000 Merchants
connected independently via API
to the Kingcoin platform
• More than 500 thousand users
• Expanding the geography of
cryptocurrency usage (Europe,
Brazil,Australia,USA,Canada,
Southeast Asia)
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Team
Team

Timur Buzhikenov
Co Founder CEO

Mukhtar Buzhikenov
Co Founder COO

Our team consists of professionals in their ﬁeld, this is blockchain developers,
marketers, designers, ﬁnanciers. For today the team is formed of 9 specialists.
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EXAMPLE: you need to buy an air cket, you search for an air cket, select
a date and class, KINGCOIN SEARCH will give you all possible varia ons
of ckets and instantly reﬂect the cost in the cryptocurrency you prefer.
A er you have conﬁrmed your choice, you ﬁll out the form and conﬁrm
payment. Payment will be made from your personal wallet inside the
KINGCOIN pla orm.
KINGCOIN
EN

PERSONAL

Air ckets New York - Shenzhen

FLIGHTS

Sat, Nov 25

New York, NY (Any) - Shenzhen (SZX)

Sat, Dec 2

1 adult Economy

Roundtrip

One way

Mul city

From

New York, NY (Any)

Shenzhen Bao'an Interna onal (SZX)

Add nearby airports
Depart

Add nearby airports
Return

11/25/17

12/2/17

Cabin Class & Travelers

1 adult, Economy

Non-stop ﬂights only

SEARCH FLIGHTS

Show whole month

Addi onal bag fees may apply

474 results sorted by Cheapest

Stops
Non-stop
None

Cheapest

Best

1-stop
BTC 0.08675
2+stops
BTC 0.08387

Departure times
Outbound

BTC 0.14112

($720)
19h 23m (average)

($694)
27h 45m (average)

($1126)
18h 53m (average)

1:55 PM

9:25 PM
SZX

12:00 AM – 11:59 PM

1:40 PM
JFK

19 hours – 66 hours

6:45 PM

Airlines
Select All

Fastest

BTC 0.08387

EWR

Trip duration

Sort by Cheapest ﬁrst

BTC 0.0905

12:00 AM – 11:59 PM

Return

Sort by BTC

SZX

19h 50m
1 stop PEK

42h 05m
2 stops YIC, PEK

21h 35m
1 stop FOC

53h 55m
2 stops SHA, FOC

+1

10:45 PM
SZX

3 deals from

+1

11:55 PM
JFK

BTC 0.08875
($710)
SELECT

+2

12:15 AM
SZX

8 deals from

+2

11:40 AM
JFK

BTC 0.08875
($710)
SELECT

Clear All

oneworld (none)
Air China
BTC 0.08875
Asiana Airlines
BTC 0.34
China Eastern
BTC 0.08387
China Southern
BTC 0.29175

3:25 PM
JFK

19h 50m
1 stop SHA

6:30 PM

+2

SZX

3 deals from

BTC 0.08885
($770)

1:30 PM
SZX

21h 30m
1 stop SHA

10:00 PM
JFK

SELECT

